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1. INTRODUCTION 

The optical networks with wavelength division 

multiplexing (WDM) is expected to play a significant role in 

the next generation networks. In order to establish a lightpath 

before transmitting light signal, the network needs to decide 

on the route and the wavelength(s) for the lightpath. A 

lightpath is defined as a set of links through intermediate 

routers from source to destination nodes, with a wavelength 

assigned on each link. The lightpath is said to be active (or 

busy) if there are light signal of data remain in the path for 

transmission. Hence, Routing and Wavelength Assignment 

(RWA) is said to be an important task for setting up lightpaths 

to each connection, when a set of source- destination nodes’ 

pairs are given [1]. Usually, there are two variations to be 

considered, i.e., (a) Static Lightpath Establishment (SLE) 

procedure and (b) Dynamic Lightpath Establishment (DLE) 

procedure. However, DLE should be the suitable one for 

random connection requests environment. Therefore, RWA 

with DLE is taken into account as the main related subject in 

this paper.  

In according to the wavelength continuity constraint, a 

single lightpath must occupy the same wavelength on each 

link along its path in the network. However, this restriction 

can be removed by using wavelength converters (WCs). A 

wavelength converter is a device that takes in the data at one 

wavelength and outputs it on a different wavelength. 

Wavelength conversion plays a significant role in improving 

the utilization of available wavelengths in the network, or 

reducing the blocking rate for connection requests. The range 

of wavelength conversion may be full or limited depending on 

the physical device limitations. Here, we consider the limited 

wavelength conversion in our approach.  

2. SWITCHING CIRCUIT IN WDM NETWORK 

The model of WDM switching circuit with limited 

wavelength conversion proposed in [2], as shown in Fig. 1, is 

used as an analytical model of our studies. We assume that 

each node in the WDM network has the same structure of 

switching circuit as shown in Fig.1. The model is N ×N WDM 

switching circuit, where there are N input and N output 

channels of fiber link, i.e., x1,x2,…...,xN and y1,y2,…….,yN,

respectively. Each fiber link has k wavelengths in total. Each 

limited wavelength converter (WC) has conversion degree d 

where d is an integer and 1  d  k. Therefore, each WC can 

convert an input wavelength up to d  1 different output 

wavelengths in addition to the input wavelength itself. The 

switching function will operate in according to fixed routing 

and random wavelength assignment. 

Fig. 1.  An N ×N WDM switching circuit. 

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

The algorithm based on RWA used in our approach will 

combined the idea of using adaptive weight function [3] with 

routing decision and first-fit wavelength assignment. 

Therefore, we have constructed a new link-weight calculating 

function for routing decision and wavelength assignment in 

limited wavelength conversion WDM networks. This function 

has been performed for effective selection of lightpath. We 

have also considered our proposed function for easier 

computing end-to-end blocking probability. The blocking 

probability mentioned here is the probability that the 

connection requests from users are rejected due to there are no 

available lightpath to be assigned for them. In this paper we 

define the weight of a link as the number of available 
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wavelengths on this link that can be assigned per connection 

request.

The derivation of link-weight calculating function is 

described in section 3. Here, we will explain the process of the 

proposed algorithm when the topology of WDM network is 

given.

Step1: Determine the possible routes for each 

source-destination node pairs and construct routing table.   

Step2:  Calculate the weight of each link in the network by 

using link-weight calculating function.  

Step3:  Make the summation of the weight of all links for 

each path in according to routing table in step1. 

 Step4: Calculate the probability that a wavelength is used on 

a link of all nodes. 

Step5: Calculate the blocking probability of the path (end to 

end path) for all paths. 

Step 6: Finally, determine the overall blocking probability. 

In our algorithm, we changed conversion degrees k 1 and 

k 2, for limited wavelength conversion. 

4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

In this section, we develop an analytical model includes 

link-weight analysis and path blocking analysis. The 

link-weight analysis consists of a set of equations that 

determine the traffic offered to each link from the 

path-blocking probabilities. On the other hand, the 

path-blocking analysis consists of the blocking probability of 

WDM switching networks with limited wavelength 

conversion. The models proposed in [3], [4] and [5] are for the 

analysis of blocking probabilities in a system. 

4.1 WDM Link-weight function 

In the conventional dynamic RWA algorithms, a set of 

routes connecting the source destination pair is searched in 

parallel, and the route with the maximum number of free 

available wavelengths is selected to set up the lightpath. 

In this section, we propose a dynamic RWA algorithm that 

considers the number of available wavelengths on the link and 

the number of total wavelengths on the link. The literature 

results have shown that the first-fit wavelength assignment, it 

is very simple for implementation. Our proposed dynamic 

RWA algorithm combines the best features of the 

link-weighted routing algorithm and the first-fit wavelength 

assignment scheme [4]. 

We make the following assumptions. 

1) Path Rij is a subset of the link. There are as m(Rij)

number of path R. Algorithm attempts paths in sequence from 

to node pair, until a path with a valid wavelength assignment 

is found. If no wavelength is available on any of the paths, the 

call request is blocked. 

2) Let 
u

ij denote the number of used wavelengths on the 

point to point link i,j.

3) Let 
T

ij denote the number of total available 

wavelengths on the point to point link i,j.

We associate a link-weight wij for each candidate route. 

The link-weight function wij is defined as: 

)( ij

u

ij

T

ij

ij
Rm

w                 (1) 

Since we wish to maximize the willingness or reliability for 

the entire path, the product of these terms for intermediate 

links has to be maximized. After computing all the weight 

values, we choose the route with the maximum weight value 

to setup the lightpath. Each router then independently 

computes the shortest paths from itself to every destination. 

4.2 Calculation of blocking probability 

We make the following notations. 

1. A is the offered traffic for a node pair, which is given in 

advance.

2. A is the carried traffic for node pair. 

3. PB(ij) is the blocking probability of the path Rij, where i is 

source and j is destination node (i,j = 1,2,….,M) 

4. M is number of node in the network. 

5.  is the probability that a wavelength is used on a link  

6. wn is order of link-weight (1,2,…,wm)

7. lp is amount of links from source to destination. 

The overall blocking probability PO is the ratio of blocked 

traffic to the offered traffic. That is 

A

AA
PO

       (2) 

we can consider the blocking events on these paths to be 

independent from each other. So we can have 

ijRji

B ijPAA
,

)(1                (3) 

From (1) and (2), we can simplify the overall blocking 

probability as 

A

ijPA
P

ijRji B

O

,
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                (4) 

The study on limited wavelength conversion is motivated 

by technological considerations, and has received much 

attention recently, see, for example, X. Qin and Y. Yang [3] 

proposed simple analytical models blocking probability in 

WDM switching networks with limited wavelength 

conversion.

The probability PB that a point-to-point (or 1 hop) 

connection request is blocked internally in a k-wavelength 

WDM switching network with conversion degrees are given 

by [3]. 

When conversion degrees k 1

2222 )1/()1( kk

B kP           (4) 

and when conversion degrees k 2

2232 )1/()1(2 kk

B kP        (5) 

 is the probability that a given wavelength on link is used, 

which is called the blocking probability on link.  is a measure 

of the network utilization. Following the traffic model,  can 
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be computed by order of link-weight on link from source to 

destination as 

p

nm

l

ww
1                        (6) 

At the end of executing the algorithm, each router has a 

routing table with complete path information from itself to 

every other node. If alternate path routing is used then each 

router also stores the information about alternate paths. More 

details of Dijkstra’s algorithm. When a new session request 

arrives, the router uses the routing table to determine the entire 

path from source to destination. It then attempts to assign a 

wavelength along this path by propagating a wavelength 

request to all the routers along the path. The initial wavelength 

may be selected randomly from one of the available 

wavelengths on base on the first-fit wavelength assignment 

scheme. If wavelength conversion is available in the network, 

then a light-path can be established using different 

wavelengths on different links. 

If this request fails, a different wavelength is chosen, which 

can be based on the feedback from the closest node on the 

shortest path. This process may be repeated till there is at least 

one wavelength available. If this fails, then the request is 

blocked, i.e. the lightpath can not be set up. Other information 

as in [2]. 

In WDM networks, link state information will also include 

WDM specific status such as number of available 

wavelengths, and total wavelengths. Weight functions that 

consider these factors are described in the next section. 

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section, we apply the proposed model and algorithm 

to a path and NSFNET. We consider NSFNET with 14 nodes 

and 21 edges, in Fig. 2. The routes are the shortest paths in 

terms of link-weighted routing algorithm are converted into 

the the blocking probability on link. NSFNET router has a 

routing table (Table 1) with complete path information from 

itself to every other node. We calculate blocking probability 

end to end path show in Table 2, for next calculation of overall 

blocking probability. We assume that all the 

source–destination node pairs have the same traffic load in 

Erlang. Each fiber link is assumed to carry 40 wavelength 

channels. Limited wavelength conversion with conversion 

degrees d = k 1 and d = k 2.

Form Fig. 3 probability versus traffic load in NSFNET, 

which employs the link-weighted routing algorithm and the 

first-fit wavelength assignment scheme. We can observe that 

with the increase of the number of wavelength converters or 

conversion degrees d, the average blocking probability 

decreases. We find that wavelength conversion can improve 

the blocking performance significantly with low traffic load. 

This can be explained by the fact that when the traffic is low, 

connection requests are blocked, mainly because of the 

wavelength continuity constraint, thus, wavelength conversion 

can improve the performance significantly because it can 

break the wavelength continuity constraint. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we present proposed algorithm determines 

the shortest-cost path based on the link-weights for optical 

switching networks having limited wavelength conversion 

with conversion degrees d = k 1 and d = k 2., with the goal 

of developing efficient methods for computing link-weight 

functions, optimal or near-optimal RWA policies under 

realistic assumptions. We propose new formulations for 

calculating blocking probability and present new 

link-weighted routing algorithm and the first-fit wavelength 

assignment scheme. Our method of proof for NSFNET 

topologies gives rise to a new efficient algorithm that can be 

used for arbitrary networks with Limited wavelength 

conversion. In the future, we plan to focus on other specific 

topologies and investigate analytically whether our 

formulations have integer optimal solutions for these 

topologies.

Fig. 2. NSFNET network.
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Fig. 3. Blocking probability versus traffic load in NSFNET  

for WDM switching network. 
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Table 1 Routing table of NSFNET. 

Node 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-4-5 1-3-6 1-4-5-7 1-8 1-3-6-9 1-2-8-10 1-4-11 1-4-11-12 1-3-6-13 1-4-11-14 

2  2-3 2-1-4 2-1-4-5 2-3-6 2-8-7 2-8 2-8-10-9 2-8-10 2-1-4-11 2-8-10-12 2-3-6-13 2-8-10-14 

3   3-1-4 3-6-5 3-6 3-6-5-7 3-2-8 3-6-9 3-6-9-10 3-1-4-11 3-6-13-12 3-6-13 3-6-13-14 

4    4-5 4-5-6 4-5-7 4-5-7-8 4-5-6-9 4-11-12-10 4-11 4-11-12 4-11-14-13 4-11-14 

5     5-6 5-7 5-7-8 5-6-9 5-7-8-10 5-4-11 5-4-11-12 5-6-13 5-6-13-14 

6      6-5-7 6-9-10-8 6-9 6-9-10 6-13-14-11 6-13-12 6-13 6-13-14 

7       7-8 7-8-10-9 7-8-10 7-5-4-11 7-8-10-12 7-5-6-13 7-8-10-14 

8        8-10-9 8-10 8-10-12-11 8-10-12 8-10-14-13 8-10-14 

9         9-10 9-10-12-11 9-10-12 9-6-13 9-10-14 

10          10-12-11 10-12 10-14-13 10-14 

11           11-12 11-14-13 11-14 

12            12-13 12-13-14 

13             13-14 

14              

Table 2 Blocking probability end to end path. 

Node 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 0.00520 0.00520 0.00520 0.01040 0.01040 0.01550 0.00520 0.01550 0.01550 0.01040 0.01550 0.01550 0.01550 

2  0.00520 0.01040 0.01550 0.01040 0.01040 0.00520 0.01550 0.01040 0.01550 0.01550 0.01550 0.01550 

3   0.01040 0.01040 0.00520 0.01550 0.01040 0.01040 0.01550 0.01550 0.01550 0.01040 0.01550 

4    0.00520 0.01040 0.01040 0.01550 0.01550 0.01550 0.00520 0.01040 0.01550 0.01040 

5     0.00520 0.00520 0.01040 0.01040 0.01550 0.01040 0.01550 0.01040 0.01550 

6      0.01040 0.01550 0.00520 0.01040 0.01550 0.01040 0.00520 0.01040 

7       0.00520 0.01550 0.01040 0.01550 0.01550 0.01550 0.01550 

8        0.01040 0.00520 0.01550 0.01040 0.01550 0.01040 

9         0.00520 0.01550 0.01040 0.01040 0.01040 

10          0.01040 0.00520 0.01040 0.00520 

11           0.00520 0.01040 0.00520 

12            0.00520 0.01040 

13             0.00520 

14              
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